Angle-resolved photoemission spectra from valence bands of a clean W(Oll) single crystal, obtained using synchrotron radiation in the range 1100-1250 eV and emission normal to the surface, were observed to show strong dependences on both photon energy and temperature. The spectral variations with excitation energy at ambient temperature agree very well with the predictions of a simple bulk direct-transition model assuming free-electron final-state dispersion and constant matrix elements. The strong temperature dependence observed indicates the importance of phonon-assisted nondirect transitions in Brillouin-zone averaging.
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Angle-resolved photoemission (ARP) spectroscopy is the technique of choice for studying the total valence band structures of solids.
An ARP experiment yields, for each valence-band feature, its binding energy B, plus the kinetic energy E and momentum hq of the ejected photoelectron, related by
(1)
Here hv is the energy of the exciting photon, and both B and E are referenced to the vacuum level (the reference level may be taken anywhere, but must be consistent throughout). Momentum conservation requires -+ -+ where kf and ki are the crystal momenta of the final and initial + + electronic states, respectively, khv is the photon momentum, and g is a reciprocal lattice vector. Inasmuch as khv is known and g can usually be assessed, the measurement of q by ARP will yield kf-- ( 2) hence, by Eq. (2), ki--provided that photoexcited electrons follow a known dispersion relation as they leave the solid. A bulk directtransition model based on free-electron dispersion in the (photoexcited)
final state was first proposed by Baird et al., 1 for interpreting high-+ + energy ARP spectra. In this model q and kf are parallel for normal emission and are related in magnitude by energies in the 10 3 eV range, the experimental situation is less clear. In this paper we report ARP experiments on W(011) which were carried out to address this problem. We report the first ARP experiments based on synchrotron radiation in the kilovolt x-ray range, using in this case photon energies between 1100 eV and 1250 eV.
All previous valence-band ARP studies in the kilovolt range have employed the fixed-energy photon excitation sources AlKa (1486.6 eV) and/or MgKa (1253.6 eV). All of the relative changes are correctly predicted by the theory.
Minor discrepancies in the prediction of higher intensity for the 5 eV peak than is experimentally observed can be attributed to the matrixelement effects that are neglected in this direct-transition model. 
